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Abstract. The robot open source software community, in particular
ROS, drastically boosted robotics research. However, a centralized place
to exchange open hardware designs does not exist. Therefore we launched
the Robotic Open Platform (ROP). A place to share and discuss open
hardware designs. Among others it currently contains detailed descrip-
tions of Willow Garage’s TurtleBot, the NimbRo-OP created by the
University of Bonn and the AMIGO robot of Tech United Eindhoven.
Eventually, ROP will contain a collection of affordable hardware compo-
nents, allowing researchers to focus on cutting-edge research on a partic-
ular component instead of having to design the entire robot from scratch.
As an example of how the Robotic Open Platform is able to facilitate
this knowledge transfer, we introduce TURTLE-5k: A redesign of an ex-
isting soccer robot by a consortium of our university and companies in
the wider Eindhoven area. Cooperating with industrial partners resulted
in a significant cost reduction.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, increasing research efforts have been devoted to domestic service
robots. Creating robotic agents able to autonomously assist humans in a highly
unstructured environment is a huge step in research and engineering, too big for
any university, research institute or company alone. Collaboration and knowledge
exchange is therefore of utmost importance. Within robotics, the open source
community has given software developments a tremendous boost, with the Robot
Operating System (ROS) as its best-known exponent. Open hardware, on the
other hand, is less common.

Nevertheless, some examples of open robotic hardware designs already exist.
Willow Garage’s PR2 [15] has been introduced as an Open Platform: Users are
encouraged to modify the system and open interfaces enable the use of different
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grippers, forearms, whole arms or sensors. A second open hardware design by
Willow Garage is TurtleBot. Open hardware designs for humanoid robots are,
e.g, NimbRo-OP [11], iCup [8] and DARwIn-OP [5]. Finally, Thymio II [6] is a
low-cost open hardware educational robot.

Besides having individual robots released under an open hardware licensce,
there are also community efforts to promote the exchange of hardware designs.
Robotsource1 is an online initiative on which some of the designs mentioned
above are released, but it is aimed at marketing and productizing robotic solu-
tions rather than sharing open hardware. RoboCup on the other hand, being the
largest annual open source robotics event, provides a huge pool of knowledge on
open hardware design.

However, unlike ROS provides for software, there is no centralized online
platform for hardware designs yet. Furthermore, there is no standard format to
publish open robot hardware, causing the information that is published to be
insufficient to actually build the robots.

Therefore this work presents the Robotic Open Platform (ROP): An online
place to share open hardware designs for robots. Inspired by ROS, embedded
wiki pages provide specifications and explanations but also link to a repository
containing CAD files, electric drawings and information on open source hardware
licenses. The ROP ‘Questions and Answers’ page provides a place people can go
to ask others in the ROP community for help. The Robotic Open Platform is a
place where people can share, discuss and follow up on hardware designs, which
eventually should be as easy as sharing ROS packages is now.

In the following section, we will discuss some examples of hardware knowledge
exchange within and between RoboCup leagues. In Section 3 we discuss ROP in
more detail, and elaborate on how ROP currently facilitates hardware knowledge
exchange. In the final section, we introduce TURTLE-5k, an example of ROP
facilitating knowledge transfer between industry and the RoboCup community.

2 Sharing Hardware Designs Within RoboCup

RoboCup, being the biggest annual open source robotics event, provides a huge
pool of knowledge on hardware design. In this section we will highlight some
examples of knowledge exchange within the RoboCup community.

2.1 RoboCup Middle-Size League

The effects and benefits of sharing hardware designs is clearly visible within
the RoboCup Middle Size League (MSL). According to the rulebook, a team is
almost completely free in designing their soccer playing robots. Only restrictions
on size, weight and color exist. However, the developments over the past years
have led to solutions commonly used throughout the league. In this section vision

1 http://www.robotsource.org/
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(a) BITAC (b) Minho (c) Water (d) Tech United

Fig. 1. Omnivision systems of several MSL teams

units, the motion base, shooting mechanisms and ball handling mechanisms will
be discussed respectively2.

A robot needs to be able to perceive its environment and as much of the soccer
field as possible. While in the past sometimes tilting camera systems were used,
nowadays most teams use an omnidirectional vision module [9]: A single camera
pointed at a hyperbolic mirror on top of the robot (Figure 1).

MSL soccer robots need to be both fast, agile and preferably holonomic. In the
past, steering wheels and differential drives were common. However, since these
drive concepts are non-holonomic or semi-holonomic, most MSL teams currently
use omni wheels [1] (Figure 2).

A third example is found in the adoption of the shooting mechanism. Many
systems can be used to shoot a ball, such as spring driven devices [3], pneumatic
actuators [12] or electromechanical systems using a solenoid [7]. Of these solu-
tions, the solenoid has proven to be superior since the shooting power can be
fully controlled [7] and is therefore currently used by most MSL teams.

A final example concerns ballhandling mechanisms. Solutions using only rub-
ber bands to control the ball have been used, but more recently most teams use
a system consisting of two movable levers in front of the robot with rotating
wheels attached [2], enabling the robots to move in any direction while keeping
possession of the ball.

(a) Water (b) NuBot (c) Carpe Noctem (d) Tech United

Fig. 2. Omni wheels of several MSL teams

2 The figures depicted in this section are taken from the team description papers or
websites of the corresponding teams.
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(a) Carpe Noctem (b) MRL (c) Tech United

Fig. 3. Ballhandling systems of several MSL teams

2.2 RoboCup@Home League

In the previous section we discussed knowledge exchange within a RoboCup
league. However, knowledge can also be shared between leagues. As an example
we will discuss the design of the AMIGO robot, participating in RoboCup@Home.

The @Home league is aimed at the development of autonomous service robots
for domestic applications. Compared to MSL, this league is relatively new. There-
fore less solutions used throughout the league exist.

Various types of base-platforms are used, ranging from differential drives
[13,16] and steering wheels [4,14] to fully holonomic platforms with omni wheels
or Mecanum wheels [10]. The concepts for the upper bodies and manipulators
are also very different. Some robots have a human-like concept with a movable
torso and two anthropomorphic manipulators [10,14], while others only have a
single (industrial) manipulator without a torso joint [4,13,16].

While designing the AMIGO robot for the RoboCup@Home league, team Tech
United Eindhoven used hardware knowledge obtained in MSL as a blueprint.
Although the purpose of a soccer robot and a domestic service robot are different,
they do share some requirements:

– Both robots need powerful actuators and amplifiers. Either to accelerate
quickly and reach a high velocity (soccer robots), or to drive over small
thresholds such as doorsteps (domestic service robot).

– Various sensors and actuators need to be connected to on-board computers.

– A (semi-) holonomic base platform is convenient, either for object manipu-
lation (service robot) or for agility (soccer robot).

– Both platforms need an internal power source.

To design a base, an omni wheel platform which was originally developed to
be an MSL soccer robot is used (Figure 4). This design has been scaled up for
stability reasons and to increase space available for peripheral equipment.

The diameter of the omni wheels has been increased to 15 cm, which is suffi-
cient to drive over small thresholds such as doorsteps. The wheels are actuated
by the same motors and amplifiers as used for the MSL robot. Only the gear-
boxes are different, since these require a larger reduction due to the larger mass,
larger wheels and smaller velocities of a domestic service robot.
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(a) Concept of TURTLE robot (b) AMIGO robot

Fig. 4. Using mechanical base design of a soccer robot for a domestic service robot

The PCs on AMIGO are connected to sensors and actuators using Beckhoff
EtherCAT stacks. This is also directly copied from the TURTLE soccer robots.
A final similarity between the two robots concerns the power supply. In both
cases, power tool batteries are placed on the base platform.

Since other than handling a ball, no object manipulation is required for an
MSL robot, this is where the comparison ends. The torso of AMIGO is a custom
design with a ball screw actuator for vertical movement and two commercially
available anthropomorphic robotic arms attached. For vision purposes a com-
monly used Kinect camera is mounted on a pan-tilt unit made out of Dynamixel
servomotors.

3 Robotic Open Platform

In the sections above we have shown that sharing
knowledge on hardware design decreases the devel-
opment efforts required to build a robot. However,
such knowledge transfer is not always as efficient as
it should be, mainly due to the lack of a centralized
platform to do so.

Inspired by the impact ROS had on creating and sharing open source robot
software, we launched the Robotic Open Platform (ROP). This website with
embedded wiki pages is designed to provide a central place for the exchange
of hardware designs. Comparable to open source software, companies and re-
search institutions can release their robot hardware design on ROP under an
open hardware license. Users can post a description of their robot or component
on the ROP wiki, including figures and videos. By providing a link to a reposi-
tory containing detailed lists of specifications, CAD drawings, electric schemes,
part-lists and any additional documentation required to build the robot, ROP
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grants access to the hardware-equivalent of source code. These documents are
accompanied by the license under which the designs are released.

Furthermore, a Questions and Answers section has been included to allow
contributors to ask for assistance.

With the information provided, all users should be able to build their own
robot. Similar to open source software, possible modifications and improvements
to designs also have to be released. Having ROP as a central platform to share
hardware designs can enhance the collaboration within RoboCup, but also within
the entire international robotics community. The first robots that have been
published on ROP were discussed in previous sections: The TURTLE soccer
robot and service robot AMIGO, followed by the TurtleBot, Thymio II and
NimbRo-OP.

Although having a central place to share hardware designs is a nice step
in what we envision to be the right direction, there is still a limitation: The
hardware designs discussed in Section 2 are fully integrated designs, making it
difficult to combine different components in a new robot. Therefore modular de-
sign principles must be applied and standard electro-mechanical interfaces must
be defined. When this is achieved, a collection of highly configurable and afford-
able hardware components will become available. Eventually, using hardware
modules will be as easy as using ROS packages is now.

4 TURTLE-5k, a Low-Cost MSL Robot

In the previous section, ROP has been described as a platform to share open
hardware designs. TURTLE-5k is a first example of ROP leading to better hard-
ware: Together with industry an existing MSL soccer robot has been redesigned
to significantly reduce costs.

4.1 Small Series versus Mass Production

Within RoboCup, we are building a maximum of six robots of a specific design,
which is much less than the large series of mass-produced service robots we
all envision. This quantitative difference is of huge influence on choices made
while designing a robot, since the optimal ratio between development costs and
production costs depends on the size of the series. For example, using folded
sheet metal instead of milling parts out of an expensive aluminum monolith can
reduce costs but requires more development effort. When only one or two robots
of a specific design are built, it does not pay off to put additional effort in making
the design itself as low-cost as possible.

4.2 Cooperation with Industry

While a lot of expertise on smart robot design exists at RoboCup teams, knowl-
edge on how to turn these ideas into something that can be produced at low-cost
is lacking. This knowledge, however, is abundantly present in industry. With this
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in mind, a consortium of three companies3 and Eindhoven University of Technol-
ogy was founded. By building on specifications and CAD drawings of the original
TURTLE soccer robot, previously published on ROP, the consortium came up
with a prototype design of a much more affordable MSL robot. Since this robot
design will be on ROP as well, it can be improved by people all over the world.
Assuming a minimum of ten teams chooses to buy these low-cost soccer robots,
we think it is possible to reach a cost-per-robot of five thousand euros, which is
one-fifth of the original cost. Hence, the name of this robot will be TURTLE-5k.

At the time of writing this paper, a prototype is being built, including a ball
handling and shooting mechanism. It will be tested, evaluated and redesigned if
necessary, such that it can be presented at RoboCup 2013.

After completion, this newly designed robot should provide a base-platform,
recapitulating hardware knowledge gained over the past fifteen years of MSL’s
existence as much as possible. It should be easily adjustable and extensible such
that the league maintains innovative on the hardware level. Teams focussing on a
specific part of the robot, e.g., vision, should be able to add their own equipment
or replace existing units with their own. Therefore, TURTLE-5k will not be a
standard-platform for the MSL. Instead, it gives teams the opportunity to buy
an affordable base, already able to play soccer but requiring extensions in order
to stay competitive. It allows teams to spend a larger part of their budget on
cutting-edge research by reducing start-up costs and time.

We consider the TURTLE-5k project to be a first example of ROP facilitating
knowledge transfer between different areas of robotics research. In industry much
of the knowledge on cost-focussed design we are looking for, is readily available.
Through ROP, we are able to reach it.

5 Conclusions

In robotics research, well-designed hardware is just as important as smart soft-
ware. Open hardware releases will pave the way towards such well-designed hard-
ware. Sharing CAD files, parts lists and electrical schemes reduces start-up costs
for anybody willing to start research in the robotics field. It boosts progress
towards better hardware design. Although initiatives such as RoboCup promote
knowledge exchange, a central platform to share knowledge on hardware designs
was still lacking.

Through the Robotic Open Platform, such knowledge on mechanical and
electrical design can be centralized, which stimulates modular design princi-
ples, standardization of interfaces and facilitates knowledge exchange within the
worldwide robotics community. Having a collection of highly configurable and
affordable hardware components allows researchers to spend their effort and
budget on cutting-edge research instead of having to ‘reinvent the wheel’ once
again.

3 ACE, project management and mechanical design. VEDS, electrical design. Frencken
Group, manufacturing and assembly.
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The TURTLE-5k project is a perfect example of ROP providing knowledge
exchange between different communities. Based on specifications of an existing
soccer robot, published on the ROP wiki, industry is able to improve the design.
As a result, knowledge from industry is blended with knowledge accumulated in
the RoboCup community.
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